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Beyond eCommerce Fraud: How
Retailers Can Prevent Customer
Policy Abuse a PYMNTS and Forter
collaboration, is based on responses
from 100 executives who have leadership
responsibilities in customer service and
experience and fraud prevention and
come from retail organizations that had
at least $100 million in revenue in 2020.
The survey was conducted from Aug. 25
to Sept. 14.
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Introduction

All varieties of policy abuse are liable to impact retailers’ revenues, but different types
can be more or less damaging and expose merchants to different levels of risk. The odds
of each approach turning into serial abuse can also vary.

Item not received (INR) abuse

occurs when a customer makes a
purchase and then falsifies a report
claiming theft or nondelivery.
ybercrime and fraud tend to

item was never received, are often sim-

steal the spotlight whenever

ple to execute. Because these schemes

they appear. Intense interest

require little to no technical sophisti-

from the media and heavy

cation to accomplish, virtually anyone

scrutiny from law enforcement and reg-

— bad actors or good customers — could

ulatory agencies about fraud and security

engage in these acts, making it difficult

breaches virtually guarantee that eCom-

for businesses to prepare for and react

merce businesses are aware of the impact

to these risks. The cost associated with

on businesses and on consumer trust.

not addressing policy abuse head-on is

Less well-known and well-covered in the

significant, yet many businesses fail to

media is another type of fraud risk facing

adequately identify vulnerabilities, often

eCommerce businesses: known custom-

giving customers the benefit of the doubt

ers perpetrating policy abuse.

or preferring to err on the side of the

PYMNTS’ research reveals that policy
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Understanding the
most common types
of policy abuse
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Return abuse occurs when a
consumer returns items to a
retailer when those items are
not eligible for return.

Promotion abuse occurs when
one consumer uses multiple
accounts to take undue
advantage of rewards, sales
or other promotions.

Promotion abuse is perhaps the easiest type
of fraud for consumers to execute, as misused discount codes, free trials or scanned
physical coupons can create “extreme” discounts that are used and reused well beyond
their original intent. INR abuse requires
a consumer to make an initial, legitimate
purchase but grants either a refund or a
reshipment of items. Return abuse likewise
may mean the consumer uses an item but
spends no money at all if they are granted a
full refund after they return it. Because many
eCommerce companies manage returns
and complaints exclusively through customer service portals, identifying, tracking
and blocking offenders, especially sophisticated serial abusers, is challenging without
a comprehensive, technology-driven system
that eliminates vulnerabilities.

adage that “the customer is always right.”

abuse costs retailers with more than $100

Beyond eCommerce Fraud: How Retail-

that generate at least $100 million in annual revenue and who possess intimate knowledge

million in revenue in the United States as

ers Can Prevent Customer Policy Abuse, a

of — and leadership responsibilities for — customer service, the customer experience and

much as $89 billion per year. The most

collaboration with Forter, examines find-

fraud prevention. Our research reveals the surprising scale of policy abuse, the challenges

common acts of abuse, including ask-

ings from a survey conducted between

eCommerce companies face in combating abuse and the pathways firms might follow to

ing for refunds for items that have been

Aug. 25 and Sept. 14 of 100 executives rep-

secure their organizations against policy abuse.

partially used and lying online that an

resenting businesses in the retail sector
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The need for insight
and control: Policy
abuse is costing U.S.
retailers more than
$89 billion per year

Key Findings

T

he eCommerce surge of 2020

PYMNTS’ most recent survey on con-

accelerated American consum-

sumer behavior revealed the magnitude

ers’ transition into digital-first

of eCommerce policy abuse. Eighty-nine

shoppers. PYMNTS’ research

percent of businesses have suffered

found that 87 percent of companies with

at least one type of policy abuse in the

an eCommerce presence experienced an

past year. Most consumers do not abuse

increase in transaction volume over the

merchant policies by submitting fraudu-

past 12 months. Merchants with an eCom-

lent claims or attempting other schemes,

merce presence have accordingly worked

yet most forms of consumer-led abuse

to make online shopping easier for con-

are on the rise — businesses can lose

sumers, providing customer experience

as much as 2.2 percent of their annual

features like instant credits for online INR

revenues. PYMNTS finds that 73 percent

claims and other liberal return policies.

of eCommerce companies have expe-

While brands create these policies in the

rienced promotion abuse over the past

hopes of boosting consumers’ confidence

12 months, making it the most common

and building loyalty, these efforts came

type of known customer fraud. This was

at a price for some retailers, as some

followed by INR abuse (50 percent) and

consumers took advantage and initiated

return abuse (44 percent).
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fraudulent claims.

TABLE 1:

Revenue losses to abuse over the past year
Share of revenue lost during the last 12 months,
by type of abuse and firm revenue size

All types of abuse

Promotion abuse

INR abuse

Return abuse

Total ($100M+)

2.2%

1.2%

0.6%

0.3%

More than $1B

2.4%

1.3%

0.7%

0.4%

$500M-$1B

1.9%

1.2%

0.4%

0.2%

$250M-$500M

1.6%

1.0%

0.3%

0.2%

$100M-$250M

1.9%

1.2%

0.3%

0.4%
Source: PYMNTS.com
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Key Findings

Our research found that the largest retail-

FIGURE 1:

Firms that experienced policy abuse
1A: Share of firms that have observed customers
commit select types of policy abuse over the
past 12 months

1B: Share of firms that have observed customers
commit select types of policy abuse over the past 12
months, by revenue

Type of abuse

Promotion abuse

66.7%
72.4%
81.8%
72.7%

Promotion abuse
73.0%

0000000073

INR abuse
50.0%

44.0%

59.3%
51.7%
40.9%
45.5%

0000000050

Return abuse
0000000044

59.3%
37.9%
31.8%
45.5%

Number of abuses
All three types of abuse
21.0%

36.0%

0000000021

29.6%
17.2%
18.2%
18.2%

Only two types of abuse
0000000036

Only one type of abuse
32.0%

0000000032

No abuse
11.0%

0000000011

Source: PYMNTS.com

33.3%
34.5%
31.8%
45.5%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
2
0000000073

0000000052

losses for firms earning more than $1 bil-

0000000041
0000000046

0000000059
0000000032

that all forms of consumer abuse are ris-

0000000046

ing. Seventy-eight percent of retailers that

All three types of abuse
0000000030

have observed promotion abuse over the

0000000017
0000000018

past 12 months said this type of abuse

0000000018

Promotion abuse
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
5

INR abuse
81.3%
80.0%
66.7%
70.0%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0000000067
0000000070

Return abuse

Surveyed businesses universally report

0000000038

56.3%
72.7%
71.4%
70.0%

0000000056
0000000073
0000000071
0000000070

Source: PYMNTS.com

More than $1B
$500M-$1B
$250M-$500M
$100M-$250M

increased over the same period, and this

Only two types of abuse
0000000033

is also the case for INR abuse (76 percent)

0000000035
0000000032

and return abuse (66 percent).

0000000046

The

0000000030

rise

in

online

transactions

has

increased the risks retailers face, yet many

0000000041
0000000036
0000000018

merchants struggle to create an effective
strategy to combat these fraud types.

0000000007
0000000007
0000000014
0000000018

Source: PYMNTS.com

$500M-$1B

77.8%
81.0%
77.8%
75.0%

lion per year

Return abuse

More than $1B

$1 billion in annual revenue to lose 2.4
mated each schemes' impact on revenue

0000000059

No abuse
7.4%
6.9%
13.6%
18.2%

targeted and lost the highest percentages

percent of their annual revenue. We esti-

INR abuse

Only one type of abuse
29.6%
41.4%
36.4%
18.2%

Firms that experienced policy abuse
2A: Share of firms that said select types of abuse have
increased over the last 12 months, by revenue

ers in America were most frequently

caused retailers that earned more than

0000000072

09

FIGURE 2:

of revenue to policy abuse. Policy abuse

0000000067

|

78%

Share of retailers that have
observed promotion abuse
over the past 12 months that
saw it increase

$250M-$500M
$100M-$250M
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Failure to launch:
Retailers struggle to
act at scale to address
policy abuse

Key Findings

T

he majority of retailers are cur-

Merchants facing significant challenges in combating
policy abuse
Challenges faced by retailers in managing select types
of abuse

types of policy abuse, yet they
significant

challenges

in

launching and maintaining effective operations to combat losses. PYMNTS’ research

53.3%
37.0%
68.0%
63.6%

reveals that 53 percent of respondents saw
the inability to act at scale as the most significant barrier to enacting a comprehensive

32.3%
31.5%
34.0%
31.8%

repeat abusers as a significant challenge to

29.9%
37.0%
26.0%
22.7%

their efforts to stop policy abuse.

53%

Portion of survey
respondents who saw the
inability to act at scale as
the most important barrier
to preventing abuse

No ability to act at scale
0000000053
0000000037
0000000068
0000000064

No ability to block repeat abusers
0000000032
0000000032
0000000034
0000000032

Do not want to falsely identify consumers who
are not abusers

fraud-prevention policy, and this was followed
by 32 percent who cited the inability to block

11

FIGURE 3:

rently confronting one or more
face

|

28.7%
32.9%
30.0%
20.5%

15.6%
34.2%
0.0%
2.3%

0000000030
0000000037
0000000026
0000000023

No ability to identify repeat abusers
0000000029
0000000033
0000000030
0000000021

No clear owner of responsibility
0000000016
0000000034
0000000002

No ability to quantify magnitude of abuse
15.0%
23.3%
6.0%
11.4%

0000000015
0000000023
0000000006
0000000011

Source: PYMNTS.com

Average
Promotion abuse
INR abuse
Return abuse

© 2021 PYMNTS.com All Rights Reserved
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Key Findings

Many firms also struggle with the ownership of policy abuse in their organizations, making

PYMNTS found that four out of 10 firms that have faced abuse in the past year do not auto-

it harder for firms to create cohesive, organization-wide strategies. On average, only 31 per-

matically track the losses. Larger firms are most consistent in tracking customer abuse

cent of firms that have observed abuse over the past 12 months say that the designated

loss: 88 percent of large firms that have faced abuses over the past 12 months automat-

leaders of their anti-fraud efforts were actually responsible for the day-to-day reduction

ically track abuse-related losses. By comparison, 56 percent of small firms report using

of abuse-related loss. Similar percentages of firms delegate this responsibility to other

manual tracking to monitor policy abuse. Consequently, many businesses may not have

managers, such as eCommerce leaders (32 percent), payments leaders (28 percent) and

full visibility to the types and magnitude of policy abuse they face.

business owners (26 percent). The generally dispersed nature of responsibility for policy abuse can lead to poor management of the day-to-day challenges of assessing and
addressing abuse, which can include tracking and blocking serial abusers. Firms that have

|
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A significant percentage of retailers want to develop new methods of identifying and tracking fraud that are tailored to their organizations’ needs.

witnessed promotion abuse in the past year are more likely to cite the desire to avoid false
positives as a significant challenge to policy abuse prevention at 37 percent.

FIGURE 4:

FIGURE 5:

Who is responsible for fraud management?
4A: Person responsible for reducing loses related
to select abuse types

31.7%
31.5%
32.0%
31.8%

31.1%
30.1%
26.0%
38.6%

eCommerce leader
0000000032
0000000032
0000000032
0000000032

Fraud leader
0000000031
0000000030
0000000026
0000000039

66.0%
25.5%
17.6%
5.6%

42.0%
36.2%
20.6%
19.4%

Payments leader
28.1%
27.4%
30.0%
27.3%

25.7%
26.0%
24.0%
27.3%

0000000028
0000000027
0000000030
0000000027

Business owner
0000000026
0000000026
0000000024
0000000027

Current methods used to track fraud
5A: Method used to track the magnitude of losses
related to select abuse types

4B: Person responsible for reducing loses related
to select abuse types, by revenue (average)

eCommerce leader

63.5%
78.1%
48.0%
56.8%

0000000066
0000000026
0000000018
0000000006

Fraud leader

31.1%
16.4%
48.0%
36.4%

0000000042
0000000036
0000000021
0000000019

Payments leader
6.0%
36.2%
47.1%
30.6%

8.0%
19.1%
26.5%
58.3%

Automatically tracked
0000000064
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
8
0000000048
0000000057

Manually tracked
0000000031
0000000016
0000000048
0000000036

5B: Method used to track the magnitude of losses related to select abuse types, by firms’ revenues

88.0%
70.2%
52.9%
30.6%

10.0%
29.8%
38.2%
55.6%

Calculated as a presumed percentage
5.4%
5.5%
4.0%
6.8%

0000000006
0000000036
0000000047
0000000031

Business owner
0000000008
0000000019
0000000027

0000000005
0000000006
0000000004
0000000007

Automatically tracked
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
8
0000000070
0000000053
0000000031

Manually tracked
0000000010
0000000030
0000000038
0000000056

Calculated as a presumed percentage
2.0%
0.0%
8.8%
13.9%

0000000002
0000000009
0000000014

Average

More than $1B

Promotion abuse

$500M-$1B

INR abuse

$250M-$500M

Return abuse

$100M-$250M

Source: PYMNTS.com

0000000058

Source: PYMNTS.com

Average

More than $1B

Promotion abuse

$500M-$1B

INR abuse

$250M-$500M

Return abuse

$100M-$250M

© 2021 PYMNTS.com All Rights Reserved
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The build your
own dilemma:
Retailers’ efforts to
develop anti-fraud
programs often fail to
identify and track fraud

Key Findings

Retailers preferences for addressing policy abuse
6A: Share of firms that would prefer to reduce
abuse-related losses in select ways

41.0%

22.0%

22.0%

7.0%

P

firms are more likely to prefer developing

developing technology inter-

internal processes to manually review

nally is the most preferred

abusers (50 percent) than developing

strategy among retailers hop-

internal technology (27 percent). Retail-

ing to reduce abuse-related losses, yet

ers that experienced INR abuse are most

few efforts manage to automatically

likely to prefer to develop internal tech-

identify and track serial abusers. A large
share of survey respondents representing the largest retailers (44 percent)
prefer to develop internal technology to
identify and block repeat abusers, and 11
percent prefer to develop internal manual processes for the same goal. Smaller

nology (52 percent) to halt abuse.

8.0%

successfully enacted methods to automatically identify repeat abusers.

0000000022

Utilize third-party technology to identify and
block repeat abusers
0000000022

Share of large retailers that
prefer to develop internal
technology to prevent abuse

Shift full accountability for losses to
a third party
0000000007

0000000008

Source: PYMNTS.com

6C: Share of firms that would prefer to reduce
abuse-related losses in select ways, by type of abuse
suffered in the past year

6B: Share of firms that would prefer to reduce
abuse-related losses in select ways, by firms’ revenues

Develop technology internally to identify and
block repeat abusers

11.1%
10.3%
22.7%
50.0%

0000000044

43.8%
52.0%
47.7%

0000000052
0000000036
0000000027

Develop internal processes to manually review
and block repeat abusers
0000000011
0000000010
0000000023

25.9%
24.1%
22.7%
13.6%

11.1%
6.9%
9.1%
0.0%

20.5%
22.0%
18.2%

0000000050

Utilize third-party technology to identify and
block repeat abusers

Repeat abusers cause significant losses
for firms, and only a minority have

Develop internal processes to manually review
and block repeat abusers

We do not suffer abuse

44.4%
51.7%
36.4%
27.3%

YMNTS’ research finds that

0000000041

15

44%

FIGURE 6:

Develop technology internally to identify and block
repeat abusers

|

0000000026
0000000024

27.4%
16.0%
25.0%

Develop technology internally to identify and
block repeat abusers
0000000044
0000000052
0000000048

Develop internal processes to manually review
and block repeat abusers
0000000021
0000000022
0000000018

Utilize third-party technology to identify and
block repeat abusers
0000000027
0000000016
0000000025

Shift full accountability for losses to
a third party

0000000023
0000000014

Shift full accountability for losses to
a third party
0000000011

8.2%
10.0%
9.1%

0000000008
0000000010
0000000009

Source: PYMNTS.com

Promotion abuse

0000000007
0000000009

INR abuse
Return abuse

We do not suffer abuse
7.4%
6.9%
9.1%
9.1%

0000000007
0000000007
0000000009
0000000009

Source: PYMNTS.com

More than $1B
$500M-$1B
$250M-$500M
$100M-$250M

© 2021 PYMNTS.com All Rights Reserved
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Key Findings

FIGURE 7:

How retailers identify repeat abusers
7A: Share of firms that use the following ways to identify
repeat abusers

Internal technology
46.0%

39.0%

48.1%
62.1%
45.5%
22.7%

0000000046

Manual review
0000000039

14.8%
37.9%
45.5%
63.3%

0000000024

Other
9.0%

Finding the right
third-party solution

Internal technology
0000000048

Many retailers may intend to engineer their own anti-fraud technologies in-house,
often with hit-or-miss results. Only a minority of firms earning between $100
million and $500 million annually automatically identify and track serial policy
abusers. Firms seeking to uncover patterns of policy abuse and block repeat
abusers might consider working with a third party. Here are three features to
look for when partnering with an anti-fraud solutions company:

0000000062
0000000046
0000000023

Manual review

Third-party technology
24.0%

7B: Share of firms that use the following ways to identify
repeat abusers, by firms’ revenues

0000000015
0000000038
0000000046
0000000063

0000000009

Third-party technology

Source: PYMNTS.com

37.0%
20.7%
18.2%
18.2%

0000000037
0000000021
0000000018

Real-time decision-making to block serial abusers instantly

0000000018

Other
7.4%
3.4%
13.6%
13.6%

63%

Share of retailers earning
between $100 million
and $250 million that
track losses from
abuse manually

0000000007
0000000003
0000000014
0000000014

Source: PYMNTS.com

More than $1B

Advanced technologies stop serial abusers. Look for a solutions
provider that can pinpoint the online identities that have proven
to repeatedly abuse policies either in your network or across a
wider network of businesses.

$500M-$1B
$250M-$500M
$100M-$250M

Look for customization options that fit your business

Regardless of how policy abuse impacts your company’s
revenue, your anti-fraud solution should scale as your company
does. Choose a third-party partner that can tune models to match
your requirements and deliver desired outcomes as your audience
and sales volume changes.

Adjust policies to match the persona

Sophisticated solutions know the identity behind an interaction
and can adjust policies accordingly. For example, a buyer who has
claimed INR in the past may be required to sign for delivery, or a
repeat returner may be offered purchases as final sale.

|
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Conclusion

Methodology

K

B

nown customer abuse is a
growing concern, but it has a
clear solution. Businesses that
approach this challenge will find

success when they focus on identifying
and tracking serial abusers and desig-

eyond eCommerce Fraud: How Retailers

Can

Prevent

Customer

Policy

Abuse, a PYMNTS and Forter collabo-

ration, is based on a survey conducted

between Aug. 25 and Sept. 14 of 100 executives
representing businesses in the retail sector that

nating a team to own the solution. It is

generate at least $100 million in annual revenue

critical to first gain visibility to the types

who possess intimate knowledge of — and lead-

and magnitude of abuse you face and

ership responsibilities in — customer service, the

then take targeted action. Policy abuse

customer experience and fraud prevention.

will keep evolving as eCommerce continues to grow, so forward-thinking firms
must modernize their approaches to avoid
losing more revenue to these avoidable
attacks.
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About
DISCLAIMER

PYMNTS.com is where the best minds and the best content meet on
the web to learn about “What’s Next” in payments and commerce.
Our interactive platform is reinventing the way in which companies
in payments share relevant information about the initiatives that
shape the future of this dynamic sector and make news. Our data
and analytics team includes economists, data scientists and industry
analysts who work with companies to measure and quantify the
innovation that is at the cutting edge of this new world.

Forter is the leader in eCommerce fraud prevention, processing over
$250 billion in online commerce transactions and protecting more
than a billion consumers globally from credit card fraud, account
takeover, identity theft and more. The company’s identity-based fraud
prevention solution detects fraudulent activity in real time, throughout
all online consumer experiences.
Forter’s integrated fraud prevention platform is powered by its rapidly
growing global network, underpinned by predictive fraud research and
modeling, and the ability for customers to tailor the platform for their
specific needs. As a result, Forter is trusted as the sole or primary
risk mitigation engine by Fortune 500 companies, including Farfetch,
Sephora, Nordstrom, Instacart, Adobe and Priceline, to deliver
exceptional accuracy, a smoother user experience and elevated sales
at a much lower cost.
Forter has raised more than $500 million in capital from top-tier
venture capitalists including Sequoia, Bessemer Venture Partners,
NewView Capital, Tiger Global Management, Scale Venture Partners,
March Capital and Salesforce Ventures.
We are interested in your feedback on this report. If you have questions, comments or would
like to subscribe, please email us at feedback@pymnts.com.
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